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The Fender Telecaster is regarded as the first commercially successful solid body electric
'Spanish' guitar. Designed by Leo Fender at a time when the words rock and roll were not even
coined, the 'Telly' is the senior member of a family of instruments whose sounds and looks
helped revolutionize the world of popular music. This book relates the story of Telecaster Guitars
since 1950 - everything you ever wanted to know is explored through lots of color and black and
white photos, charts and interviews.

Advance praise for Fire in My Eyes“Fire in My Eyes is a testament to the extraordinary courage
and unwavering dedication of the men and women serving in the US Armed Forces. Lieutenant
Brad Snyder's remarkable story is sure to captivate and inspire.” —Donald Rumsfeld, former
Secretary of Defense“Fire in My Eyes by Brad Snyder and Tom Sileo tells an unforgettable story
of heroism and sacrifice on the battlefield. It's an inspiring journey that leads us through
darkness to victory.”—Eric Greitens, New York Times bestselling author of Resilience and former
Navy SEAL“Brad Snyder is an American hero. I first met him at Walter Reed and thanked him for
his brave service to the nation. As a wounded veteran and two-time gold-medal swimmer, his
story is the American story of a patriot who never gave up fighting to live and to win for his
country.”—Leon Panetta, former Director of the CIA and Secretary of Defense“Brad Snyder
represents the true essence of a warrior. Facing a life-changing injury that would cripple the
strongest of individuals, he demonstrated the willpower of an American warfighter. His story is
one of courage that we all need to read.”—Captain Florent Groberg, US Army (Ret.), Medal of
Honor recipientNew York Journal of Books, 8/19/16“Every once in a while, every American
needs to pick up and read a book like Fire in My Eyes…Snyder's story is a needed reminder that
the very best of us continue to risk their lives serving in our armed forces with courage,
dedication and a deep and abiding love for our country…An inspiring tale.”NavyHistory.org
(website of the Naval Historical Foundation), 7/30/16“A visceral story of fortitude, of striding into
harm's way time and again for the sake of others…The prose is strong and authentic…Veterans,
especially service academy graduates and disposaleers, will connect with their own
experiences due to Snyder and Sileo's superior composition…Fire in My Eyes must sit
prominently next to other phenomenal stories like Elizabeth Kauffman Bush's America's first
Frogman and Aaron Ralston's autobiography, Between a Rock and a Hard Place. To those
aspiring to serve…Fire in My Eyes is mandatory reading…Through these pages they will truly
understand what service is, what one is called to do.”"Inspirational."―TeamUSA.org, 11/1/16"A
story of tragedy that turns to gold...Snyder gives a first-hand account of what it is like to serve in
today's military - high stress, intense training, and loss of friends and loved ones...A truly
inspirational story."―Today.com, 11/14/16"The book recounts, in vivid and exciting detail,



Snyder's training as a bomb disposal expert, his deployment to Iraq in 2008, and his subsequent
deployment to Afghanistan in 2011. The story of his first attempt to disarm a real IED mortar in
the field is told with heart-stopping detail...Fire in My Eyes is the altogether inspiring account of a
wounded warrior and hero."―Internet Review of BooksAbout the AuthorBrad Snyder is a US
Navy veteran and Paralympic gold medalist in swimming. Brad is still an active athlete for Team
USA and travels the country as a motivational speaker. He lives in Baltimore.Tom Sileo is
coauthor of 8 Seconds of Courage: A Soldier's Story from Immigrant to the Medal of Honor
and Brothers Forever: The Enduring Bond Between a Marine and a Navy SEAL that
Transcended Their Ultimate Sacrifice. He lives in Florida.
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Rene Chavez, “Hard to find but found a copy on Amazon :). It was in great shape for being an
out-of print-paperback book! Shipped quickly and well protected...”

J. W. Bosworth, “Great Reference - And More.... I bought this book simply as a reference guide
since I was building a copy of a 1952 Telecaster for my brother. I'm a guitarist and luthier and I
build a variety of stringed instruments from guitars, to ukuleles, to dulcimers ([...]). I'd never built
a solid body electric before. I wanted to make sure I was staying true to the '52 external specs as
much as possible, while looking into the later years of the guitar for upgrading the "innards" of
the project. So in the beginning, my use of the book was limited. However, the more I read, the
more I learned about the Tele in general, things I never knew about the father of all electric
guitars as it matured. It was actually quite fascninating and well presented. There are plenty of
illustrations and photos and the text is very readable.It ended up putting more ideas in my head
for building future guitars of the Tele genre. The book is full of accurate and interesting
information on all aspects of the Telecaster family. It isn't what I'd call a coffee table book, but is
an excellent technical reference and quite interesting in many other aspects.Highly
recommended.”

Richard Copper, “Scholarly research and details. This book is written in a scholarly fashion.
There is no other guitar book like this. Be sure to read his book on the  fender Stratocaster too.”

B. Glyde, “Telling about the tele. Several comments about the Fender Telecaster have been
heard since I began listening to Roy Buchanan play guitar in the mid-70's, and I was very ready
to read about the guitar which sounded so good in such hands. The book is the best I've seen on
the subject of guitars. The subject of another well-known Fender guitar hasn't interested me
nearly so much. Good book.”

R. L. West, “Great book about Fender Telecaster!. This book covers the history and the
variations in the modelsof Leo Fender's first (and arguably best) electric guitar. TheStratocaster
may be more popular in some circles, but the Telecasterhas held its own since the beginning.If
you have a Telecaster you can check your serial number to identifythe year and some of the
manufacture changes from year to year.Every Tele owner needs a copy of a book like this.”

Anonymous, “The know all, tell all book about Telecasters.... If you're looking to gain knowledge
and factual information about the greatest solid body electric guitar ever produced, this is the
book you want. Leo Fender got it EXACTLY right with his first attempt when it comes to solid
body electric guitars and this book gives you all of the nitty gritty you will need to find the right
Telecaster for yourself or just add to your guitar knowledge. I highly recommend this book and I
am a fifty year Telecaster player.”



Melvin, “Great book. Of all the telecaster books I have this is the best detailed reference
material, I used it in putting my partscaster together. Simple things like when slotted head
screws were replaced with Phillips head ones; how the decals were applied and looked are
invaluable.Highly recommended”

John G. Morrison, “Great Telecaster Porn. Excellent detailed history of the Fender Telly with
more than enough photographs of some exceptional examples of the grand-daddy of electric
guitars to make the eyes glaze and the knees go weak on many a guitarist.Plenty of information
to help identify the different incarnations and in-depth technical details to keep your machine in
top shape.”

KILL ME AGAIN, “Great little Telecaster book. This is a really great book on the Fender
Telecaster, and if you're a fan of this legendary guitar, then it's a must have. Inside there are
literally tonnes of black and white photos, along with some great period adverts, as well as a
coloured photo section in the middle. At the back of the book there is also some technical
diagrams about truss rod adjustments etc. well worth the money, and an excellent buy for all avid
Tele fans.”

john fletcher, “Fender telecaster. A detailed story. Full of very useful information and details, My
only disappointment was that the book is in a soft cover rather than hardback, but in general
there are no areas that would deter me from recommending the book to anybody. Once again
the book was provided on time and I have no complaints with the product or the service
provided.”

D, “telecaster. An excellent history book of the wonderful Telecaster. Lots of vintage photos and
every bit of information you would want to know about this iconic guitar! Highly recommended!”

GEOFF RIDING, “essential reading and great research.. Although slightly dated, a superb
reference point for the famous tele, essential reading and great research.”

Mr Toad, “a great book. the fender telecaster story is a great one and this book gets into the
detail of all the models  a must for any tele lover”

The book by Troy Stetina has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 68 people have provided feedback.
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